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Abstract

This paper presents a new methodology to master models transformation from CIM to PIM in accord with MDA approach. Our improved approach is founded on creation a good CIM level, through well-chosen rules, for facilitating models transformation to PIM level. However, we establish a rich PIM models via use case diagram, state diagram, class and package diagram. Next, we describe a set of transformation rules to ensure a semi-automatic transformation from CIM to PIM. Our method conform MDA approach by taking into consideration the business dimension in the CIM level, since, we present this level by using activity diagram who is a standard of business process modeling. Nevertheless, we use UML into PIM in our proposal, because UML is recommended by MDA in this level.
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1. Introduction

Transformations between different levels of MDA [1] begin by CIM-to-PIM transformation, which allows building PIM models from CIM models. The goal is to reword information contained in CIM models inside PIM models, which ensures that business information are not disappeared throughout MDE[4] process. Then, transformation from PIM models toward PSM models allows adding in PIM a set of technical information related to a target platform.

In practice, automatic transformation begins from PIM to PSM. However, our ultimate aim is to make the CIM a productive level, and a basis for building PIM through an automatic transformation. The goal is that business models do not remain only simple documents of communication between business experts and software designers.

In this paper, we present a solution for automating the transformation of CIM level to the PIM level. However, we use UML 2 activity diagram in an efficient manner so as to attain concentrated CIM models, which simplifies the transformation towards PIM level. Then, we define a set of well selected-rules for automating the transformation from CIM to PIM.

Our approach is based on UML 2 [2] activity diagram ,which represents one of standards of business model, for define the CIM level. Then rich business models of well-concentrated informations help us to obtain easily models of PIM level. First model of PIM level is use case diagram model allows modelling functionalities of the system.Then, the state diagram model defines the states of information system. Next, class diagram model allows modeling system classes and their relationships independently of a programming language. Finally, all classes are organized inside packages into package diagram model.

Rest of this paper is presented as follows. In section II we analyze the related works concerning transformation from CIM to PIM. Section III presents our proposal and describes constructing rules of CIM models and transformation rules allow shifting from CIM models to PIM models. In Section IV we illustrate our method in a case study demonstrating the construction of the CIM level and its transformation to PIM level. Finally, Section V, we conclude by specifying outcome of our work and determining future works.

2. Related Work

In this section, we present related works concerning transformation from CIM level to PIM level in MDA, describing advantages and disadvantages of each method. A transformation from CIM to PIM oriented service was presented by Castro et al. [6]. Authors represent CIM level by using BPMN [3] for modeling business process, and by using value model [5] for identifying services from the beginning in the business perspective. Authors use ATL language, for moving towards PIM level; however, this level is presented by two extensions of use case model and two extensions of the activity diagram. This approach has the advantage of identifying services and business process at CIM level in order...
to guide a semi-automatic transformation to PIM level. But authors study is only limited to use case diagram and activity diagram in PIM level and does not present the structural view (generally represented by the class diagram) that defines the ultimate objective of this level. Nevertheless, the use of activity diagram in the PIM level represent a great inconvenience because this diagram is considered one of standards for modeling business processes.

A transformation method from CIM to PIM, based on security requirements to represent business perspective in CIM is presented by Rodriguez et al. [7]. The authors is based on BPMN notation for modeling business processes into CIM level; then, they use QVT [12] language to transform CIM in order to obtain class diagrams and use case in PIM. This approach shows very interesting ideas for transforming CIM to PIM into security-oriented field. However, this method based only on secure information systems.

Hahn et al. [9] is based on engineering services driven by models. The authors represent CIM level through BPMN, then, they use ATL language to move to PIM level presented in this method by SoaML models. This approach apply SoaML, the new OMG standard to model services, but this method does not represent the ultimate aim of PIM level that is presented in use of one or more structural diagrams (as class diagram).

Zhang et al. [10] describe a method in that CIM and PIM are respectively represented by features and components. Responsibilities in this approach are considered as connectors between features and components to facilitate transformation between CIM and PIM. Grammel and Kastenholz [11] rely on a DSL connection for manage traceability in general. Both methods offer solutions for transforming CIM level to PIM level, while they do not define models used in CIM level and PIM level.

An approach according MDA, its goal is transforming use case diagram to activity diagram is represented by Guíñez et al. [13]. The authors founded on QVT to transform existing use cases to activity diagram. While this method allows to transform CIM to PIM via clear rules, the authors specify in CIM level the functional requirements represented by the use case.

Mazon et al. [14] present an objective-oriented method by defining a UML profile to establish the CIM level, founded on i* modeling framework. The authors based on QVT for moving to PIM, which focuses on conceptual modeling of data warehouse. However, this method deals the transformation from CIM to PIM only in the field of data warehousing.

Kherraf et al. [8] define a method for transforming CIM to PIM. The authors use business process model and use case diagram as an initial step in the modeling of business processes, then a detailed activity diagram which defines the system requirements represents the last step in the CIM level. The system requirements are transformed as components of the system. These are shown in the component diagram as a first stage in the PIM. Finally, a set of business archetypes helps to transform the components of system to class diagram. This method profers interesting ideas allow to facilitate the transformation from CIM to PIM. Nevertheless, this approach uses diagram of use case in the CIM level even if it represents the system functionalities.

Kardos et al. [15] propose an analytical method for transforming CIM to PIM in MDA. The authors use data flow diagram in the CIM level; then they base on the use case diagram for introduce the information system view. This method defines a model of activity diagram as well as a model of sequence diagram and a class diagram model. The benefit of this approach is the use of several UML diagrams that present different views of the information system in PIM, but this approach does not represent a real business view since it based on DFD in CIM level, and does not clearly describe transformation rules from CIM to PIM.

A transformation method from business process models to use case and class diagram is proposed by Rhazali et al. [16]. The authors use BPMN to model business process in CIM level. Nevertheless, UML 2 use case diagram and class diagram present PIM level. We highlight in our related work an interesting research about model transformation in MDA proposed by Drozdova et al.[30].

After this overview on related works about transformation from CIM level to PIM level, we can divide the works into five types. We note approaches [8], [13] that use model of system requirements (as use case diagram) early in the CIM level, to facilitate transformation to PIM level. However, other works [6], [9] even if they base on business processes in CIM level, do not establish the structural view (usually through the class diagram) in PIM level. Nonetheless, there are methods which aim transformation in a particular area [7], [14]. Then, there are researches like in [15] that establish the structural view in the PIM level and are not oriented to a particular field, but the authors do not specify rules of transformation. Finally, there are approaches [10], [11] which describe precisely the transformation rules, but do not have the models used in the CIM and PIM. In [16], [17] the authors propose interesting approach concerning transformation from CIM level to PIM level, but it is based on BPMN to create the CIM level for this the authors are limited when transforming the CIM level into the PIM level.

3. Proposed Method of Transformation from CIM to PIM

A business model describes abstractly how the business is working. According to our modeling needs we can, more or less, make different models to describe the same reality. However, we can model business process to improve communication with customers or partners, for controlling business process, or to establish an information system. In this paper, our object is to design business process models as a first stage in the process of information system development. In our case, we have two alternatives: either create business models in the form of documents that will be transformed manually via analysts and software designers, or to create business models that will be transformed in an automatic way. The second choice was regarded in our method for designing effective business models that contain rich information to facilitate the transformation. However, we respect MDA approach in the conception and transformation of business models.

Our study considers business dimension into the presentation of CIM level, through the use of real business model, to preserve the knowledge of the business throughout the transformation towards PIM level. This enables us the realization of quality information system. UML 2 activity diagram is one of standards of business modeling. In our method, we use effectively UML 2 activity diagram to present two extensions of business processes models for achieving a concentrated CIM level that help us to obtain readily models of PIM level.

MDA recommends the use of UML in the PIM level. The use case represents functional view. Then, the state diagram interprets the dynamic view and the class diagram shows the static view of the information system, finally we structure all classes in packages through package diagram (cf. Fig. 1)
All PIM models obtained via an automatic or semi-automatic transformation from CIM level. Transformation is realized through concentrated rules.

3.1. Construction Rules of CIM Level

The rules for constructing the general model of activity diagram with swimlanes (cf. Fig. 2):

Fig 1. Schema of the proposed approach

Fig 2. Generic model of UML activity diagram (with swimlanes).

Fig 3. Generic model of UML activity diagram (without swimlanes).

Fig 4. Schema of passage from activity diagram models (with and without swimlanes) to use case diagram model
Fig. 5. Schema of passage from detailed model of activity diagram (without swimlanes) to class diagram model

Fig. 6. Schema of passage from detailed model of activity diagram (without swimlanes) to class diagram model

Fig. 7. Schema of passage from general model of activity diagram (with swimlanes) and class diagram model to package diagram model
• Define averages activities (not complexes activities). In fact, each activity must be comprised between 4 and 10 actions.

• If an activity consists of less than 4 actions, or represents a complementary operation to another activity, we can merge several activities into one. Provided that the activity do not exceed 10 actions.

• Avoid the maximum possible, the representation of actions.

• The model does not describe all cases and paths, but it presents just a description of the sequence of activities of the most common business processes.

• Focus on activities and their sequences.

• Coloring manual activities with another color for example we used the gray

• Use the "Region" notation to group activities that belong to the same category

• Identify the maximum possible of the actors who interact and who collaborate in the achievement of business processes since we are talking about an enterprise process.

• Avoid in this model, the maximum possible, representation of the gateways.

The rules of construction of detailed model of the activity diagram without swimlanes (cf. Fig. 3):

• Detail individually each activity in a model as a several actions (this latter constitute the fundamental unit in the activity diagram).

• Do not present, into this model, manual tasks of general model of activity diagram (with swimlanes).

• Show connections in this model.

• Representing in this model of the most outstanding ways.

• Any action described in model of activity diagram (with swimlanes) will be shown here by an action.

• Add an object node, which contains object state, at the output of each action.

3.2. Transformation Rules from CIM to PIM

The rules of passage from models of the activity diagram (with and without swimlanes) to model of use case diagram (cf. Figure 4):

• Every action of detailed model of activity diagram that corresponds to a functionality of the system is transformed to use case.

• The collaborator, who realizes the activity of general model of activity diagram, becomes an actor use cases that correspond to the actions of this activity.

• If there is "decision node" between two actions, the corresponding use cases connect by a relationship "extend".

• Do not transform the control flow returning back

• there was just a control flow between two actions, the corresponding use cases connect by a relationship "include".

• Each activity of general model of activity diagram is transformed to a package which includes the use cases corresponding to the actions of this activity

The rules of passage from detailed model of the activity diagram (without swimlanes) to model of state diagram (cf. Fig. 5):

• An object node transforms to a state.

• A decision node transforms to a decision point.

• A merge node transforms to a junction point.

• A decision and merge node transforms to a junction point.

• An initial node transforms to an initial state.

• A final node transforms to a final state.

• A control flow between two actions transforms to a transition.

• A fork node transforms to a fork state.

• A joint node transforms to a joint state.

• A joint and fork node transforms to a joint and fork state.

The rules of passage from detailed model of the activity diagram to the model of class diagram (cf. Fig. 6):

• An object node transforms to class.

• A state of an object node transforms to a class method.

The rules of passage from general model of activity diagram (with swimlanes) and the model of class diagram to the model of package diagram (cf. Fig. 7):

• A region transforms to a package.

• An activity which does not belong to any region becomes a package.

• A set class, which becomes the same region, will be placed in the package corresponding to the region.

• Classes coming from the same activity, that does not located in any region, will be placed in the package matching to the activity.

4. Case Study

In this section, we show a case study of sales through e-commerce to illustrate our method of transforming CIM level to PIM level.

A costumer can show items available in the catalog. He can also see detailed information concerning each product, then he decides to put a quantity of product in cart or not. In any moment the customer has the right to modify the quantity or eliminate entirely the product from the cart. Once products that match to the needs are definitely selected by the customer, the latter can start the command. Then, he shows payment information, and chooses delivery details. An order agent treats the order, and declares the reservation of products chosen by the customer. Then, the assembly worker collects manually the reserved articles from stock. For each product the assembly team leader inspects the quality and quantity. Then the delivery agent delivers the confirmed order, in order that customer obtains his products.

4.1 Presentation of the CIM Level

Fig.8 shows first model in CIM level, through business process established by our general model of activity diagram (with
swimlanes). In this model we just specify the activities and their sequencing, by avoiding the identification of actions and gateways for presenting business process in general.

![Fig. 8. model of activity diagram (with swimlanes) of “sales through e-commerce”](image)

Fig. 8. model of activity diagram (with swimlanes) of “sales through e-commerce”

Fig. 9 shows the second model in CIM level as a detailed model of activity diagram (without swimlanes). In this model we detail individually each activity of the previous model as a several actions. However, in this model the activity “select product for order” is analyzed. Then, we have presented all possible paths. Then we identify an object node together with its state in the output of each action.

![Fig. 9. model of activity diagram (without swimlanes) of “select products of order”](image)

Fig. 9. model of activity diagram (without swimlanes) of “select products of order”.

### 4.2 Presentation of the PIM level

Figure 10 presents a model of diagram use case. This model is transformed from the business models of CIM level. However, in this model the activity “select product for order” is transformed to a package. Then, the collaborator "customer" who performs the activity becomes actor. Then the actions that detail the activity are transformed to use cases. Decision nodes that lie between two actions become relationship "extend". For example, in this model there is a decision node between the two actions "designate product" and "put in cart quantity product"; so the two correspondent use cases are connected via an "extend" relationship. Control flows that lie between two actions become relationship "include." Thus, in this model there is flow control between the two actions "present catalog" and "designate product," so the two corresponding use cases are connected via an "include" relationship. However, it is not presented in this model the flows which return backward. For example, the relationship between the action "put in cart product quantity" and "present catalog" is not specified in this model, so as not to complicate the model, and so that the diagram use case would not focus only on the identification of functionality and not on the sequence.

![Fig. 10. Use case diagram model of “select products of order”](image)

Fig. 10. Use case diagram model of “select products of order”.

Fig. 11 shows state diagram model transformed from the detailed model of activity diagram of CIM. In this model the states are obtained from nodes of objects. Then, the control flow which connects two actions is transformed to a transition. E.g. the object node "catalog" with state "presented" becomes "catalog presented" in state diagram model. Then, initial state is transformed from initial node; final node becomes to a final state; node fusion transformed to junction point; decision node becomes a decision point and decision and fusion node transformed to a junction point.

![Fig. 11. State diagram model of “select products of order”](image)

Fig. 11. State diagram model of “select products of order”.

Fig. 12 represents class diagram model, which is the final goal of the PIM level. This model is obtained from the detailed model of activity diagram. In this model object nodes are transformed to classes. Then functions of the class are
transformed from states of an object. E.g. the object node “order” with state “started” transform to class “order” that holds the “start” method.

Fig 12. Class diagram model of “select products of order”.

Fig. 13 represents model of package diagram. So the region “realize order” becomes package. Then the activities that are not in a region, such as “treat order” and “final inspection” are transformed to packages.

Fig13. package diagram model of “select products of order”.

5. Analysis And Discussion

Our actual method present a new improved approach from old approaches [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29]. These approaches give several methodologies for transforming CIM to PIM but they are based on BPMN to create CIM level for this we are limited when we transform CIM level into the PIM level. For example with BPMN we cannot present object state in CIM models etc...

produce models intended to be transformed to PIM, by using optionally several refinements on the base models and by respecting our construction rules of the CIM.

Approaches of related work do not provide clear and structured transformation rules. In most approaches, we do not find any description of the rules; the reader must deduce the rules from the case study. In the rest approaches there are subsections which contain just rules hints. Our approach describes clear transformation rules with graphic presentation.

Our objective in this methodology is not just the transition from the CIM level to the PIM level, but our goal is to attain a rich PIM level that can be transformed thereafter into the PSM level.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

One of the major challenges in software development process is the establishment of a methodology that allows shifting from models that present the running of the business to models which describe the analysis and design of software.

Founded on MDA, our methodology provides a solution to the difficulty of transformation from business models, represented in CIM level, to the analysis and design models, modeled in PIM level. This method achieves a set of well organized and useful classes in the process of software development.

The ongoing work is intended to implement, construction rules and transformation rules, in a tool through the ATL language. However, in our future work, we anticipate to transform the models obtained in the PIM level to models of PSM level, indeed, our ultimate objective is to provide the source code from the business models by means of automatic transformations, By inspiring from [31] and [32].
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